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Game theory

Game theory is the study of mathematical models of strategic interactions among 
rational agents.
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Pure and mixed strategies

A mixed strategy is an assignment of a probability to each pure strategy.



Prisoner’s Dilemma

The prisoner's dilemma is a standard example of a game analyzed in game theory 
that shows why two completely rational individuals might not cooperate, even if it 
appears that it is in their best interests to do so.



Quantum games – EWL schema



Parameterizations

We can parametrize an arbitrary quantum strategy by using real numbers:



Quantum Prisoner’s Dilemma realised on EWL



Expected payoff function



EWL library – live demo 1

https://github.com/tomekzaw/ewl/blob/master/examples/example.ipynb

https://github.com/tomekzaw/ewl/blob/master/examples/example.ipynb


Best response function



Nash equilibrium

In a Nash equilibrium, each player is assumed to know the equilibrium 
strategies of the other players, and no one has anything to gain by changing 
only one's own strategy.



Algorithm

1. Find best response function – argmax of payoff function

2. Find Nash equilibria – fixed points of best response function



Symbolic parametric optimization



Best response function – symbolic approach



Best response function – symbolic approach



Best response function – symbolic approach



Best response function – numerical approach



Nash equilibrium search – numerical approach



Best response cycle



Mixed quantum strategies



EWL library – live demo 2

https://github.com/tomekzaw/ewl/blob/master/examples/mixed_strategies.py

https://github.com/tomekzaw/ewl/blob/master/examples/mixed_strategies.py


Performance tests
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